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SCIENCE TIME

Beginning of October is always the time for science. We turn to little scientists and join the

annual "I wonder why workshops" observing and carrying out different exciting experiments

and learning about smartest people in our history.  

https://mailchi.mp/a501d05a46ff/nsl-autumn-fun-5893135?e=[UNIQID]
https://mailchi.mp/a501d05a46ff/nsl-autumn-fun-5893135?e=[UNIQID]


Additionally, some of us visited Bibiana and their brand-new  interactive exhibition "Tresky-

Plesky" about natural features.

MORE from KINDERGARTEN EXPERIMENTS

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/0395bd39-0794-7e5b-5a07-1121a49e4526/SCIENCE_EXPERIMENTS.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/0395bd39-0794-7e5b-5a07-1121a49e4526/SCIENCE_EXPERIMENTS.pdf


Some of us visited Multium gallery focusing on optic illusions.



Others visited Danubiana gallery to check the science in art.

And some of us went for outdoor observations of various physical laws and principles.



WE SPY: What is science?

Lili (SM Pandas): It´s quite complicated to say. Science is like a potion that you put

on something, and it can grow big or small or it can be invisible.

Lena  (SM Foxes):  It’s  what  we  do  when  we  try  to  do  Science,  we  are  doing

experiments and you have all the potions to turn something to you.

Tobiasko (MD Toucans): Hmmm. Mmmm.

Sárka (MD Alpacas): It´s monster skeleton.

Peťko (MD Dragonflies): I don´t know, fun maybe.

Mathias (MD Dragonflies): Science is when we do experiments.

Izabelka (MD Koalas): We had science club, and we did a lot of things. We mixed

colours and did volcano.

Mark (KOL Kiwis): Science is everything about planets and our Earth.

Evička (KOL Kiwis): It is about the colours of rainbow.

Katka (HP Penguins): Experiments.

Noah (HP Flamingos): When we mix something, and it makes “BOOM”!

Elenka (HP Whales): You can make something really interesting for example while

mixing colours.

AUTUMN COLOURS

Autumn colours topic provided us with ideal time for forest fun. We went for a walk and saw

spectacular scenery and amazing colours everywhere. Some of us were collecting cones,

leaves, and wooden sticks, some of us played scavenger hunt. And some of us ended our

adventure by jumping into a large pile of leaves. What a great time in nature!



AUTUMN FEASTS

Trick or Treat? That’s the question…. To get ready for this holiday you should have your

own  creepy,  smiley  or  scary  Jack-  o-’lantern,  wearing  a  spooky  costume  and  being



prepared for spine-chilling checkpoints.  



TEACHERS INQUIRY: 

What are you scared of?

Ms  Linda  (KOL):  I´m  afraid  of  everything.  But  that´s  ok  because  every  day  I  challenge

something new and make a progress.

Radka (MD): I’m only scared of frogs and people with huge eyes �����.

Carmen (SM): I am very afraid of green and huge grasshoppers. You never know where they are

going to jump!

Alba (HP): Spiders!

Emily (HP): I am afraid of future in this world.

Ms  Zuzka  (KOL):  I  am  afraid  of  darkness.  When  it´s  the  evening  I  need  to  turn  on  lights

everywhere in my apartment.

Ms. Bibi (MD): SNAKES!! Yuuuuck.

Ms Lea (SM): I am afraid of velvet material �����

This year at Halloween time, everyone was also invited to join us in the kindergarten for

the  Pumpkin  Carving  event  to  make  their  own  pumpkin  according  to  their  taste  and

imagination so TOGETHER, we made one great pumpkin parade. ����� 



EVERYDAY LIFE 

MORE from PUMPKIN CARVING

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/0a6388f7-e702-462f-d83c-6bd51563aba5/PUMPKIN_CARVING.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/0a6388f7-e702-462f-d83c-6bd51563aba5/PUMPKIN_CARVING.pdf




Are you interested what was special in our classes? Click here to check

the activities we´ve been working on.

OUR ART GALLERY

https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/64a6689c-6670-b0b2-1dda-c13aeaea73e7/OCT_2022_ART_GALLERY.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/b611c0224ab16c8c6e1d693ad/files/64a6689c-6670-b0b2-1dda-c13aeaea73e7/OCT_2022_ART_GALLERY.pdf


LATEST NEWS

We got a nice greeting to Funiversity from Ms Baska

(our  speech therapist)  and her  newborn baby.  We

wish  them  both  all  the  best  having  a  great  time

together.

WHAT´S NEW IN OUR SCHOOL

Students at Cambridge

could check new titles at

school Book Fair. 

If you want to find out more

about our school, check

www.cambridgeschool.eu.
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